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ABSTRACT

The continuous development of the technology and the increase of its complexity demand wider measurement intervals, a greater exactness and a greater diversity of the standards used in order to establish the units or measuring systems. Torque metrology is of great importance and a magnitude is of common use for industry, technical development and research. The realization, quantification and dissemination of this magnitude are tasks assigned to the Metrology National Center (CENAM) Torque Laboratory, in Mexico.

For the dissemination of this magnitude the Torque National Standard relies on a system, which, in its original design, was operated manually originating high consumption of man-hours in the development of a calibration. This work presents the standard automation and the benefits of the automatic control system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Torque is a derived magnitude of the applied force to a body at a perpendicular distance from an axis such that a rotation is generated. The realization of this magnitude is done by means of a machine design and constructed in cooperation with Phisikalisch Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) from Germany. This was the first machine of its type in the world and is based on a transfer system formed by a set of high accuracy transducers, an engine – speed reducer, an alignment system, an air bearing as a support element, a counter reaction plate and an automatic control system [1].
The torque application is performed through a control system operated by an automatic program. In its original form, the system operated manually and the torque load required was achieved using motor start and stop control buttons, motor speed, applied torque load, motor spinning direction. Data acquisition was also made manually. This manual processes required many man-hours for a calibration.

2. NATIONAL STANDARD TORQUE OPERATION

The operation is based on the direct coupling of the calibration instrument to the standard transducer. For this purpose, a flexible and rigid couplings were used and the whole system is supported by an air bearing. The manual operation is performed using start-stop buttons of the motor, a 3 positions interrupter for spinning direction selection and 2 potentiometers, one to change the motor speed and the other to set engine load. All the process requires manual data acquisition.

2.1 Calibration procedure

Firstly, the standard transducer and the calibration instrument are coupled and mounted in the system using all required accessories, see figure [1]. Using the manual control system, the measuring points are set, see figure [2].

Eight points are selected on the calibration instrument’s range (from 10% to 100%), all measurements are written down in a logbook. Preloads, at 100% load, are applied. This procedure is applied, increasing and then decreasing the load for three different mounting positions of the calibrating instrument and in clockwise and counterclockwise directions. A total of 112 measurements are made for one calibration. Since the process is manual the calibration is long and requires a large number of man-hours.
3. NATIONAL STANDARD TORQUE AUTOMATIZATION

3.1 Control logics

The control logics frame was designed as follows:

1. Start the motor from 0 up to 100% of the calibrating instrument’s range. Stop the motor. After 15 sec., start the motor in the opposite direction down to 0. Wait 15 sec., and repeat the cycle to perform 3 preloads.

2. Start the motor and stop at 10% of the instrument’s range. Wait 15 sec. and take the measurement. Continue in this way up to 100%.

3. The previous activities are repeated in descendent mode from 100% to 0%.

4. The metrologist rotates the calibration instrument to 120° and performs the previously described work and does the same for 240°.

5. The same procedure is executed for clockwise and for counterclockwise directions, according to the sequence shown in figure 2.

3.2. Equipment and material used

Software

| Windows 95 | Lab VIEW version 5.0 | NI-DAQ version 6.1 |

Hardware

| PC Pentium | PC-DIO 24 PNP card | Interface card PC –control system | Power card |

3.2.1 Programming software

The programming software used was Lab VIEW, as it is a versatile one easy to use. It works in Windows; uses blocks diagram notation and graphic language “G”.

3.2.2 Control stage

To develop the PC’s interface with system, a digital input/output interface card PCDIO24 PNP from National Instruments was used. The card works in a virtual instrumentation programming environment (Lab VIEW) and a power stage.

The card handles digital input and output; it has 3 ports (A, B y C) and 24 digital lines or 24 digital input and output channels. The ports can be configured as input or output, and is TTL logics compatible.

For the card operation we used NI-DAQ DRIVER Software of National Instruments, interface handler. NI-DAQ is a function library called by the program during its interface operation. Some included functions are:

| Data acquisition | Digital, input/output | Counts/Operation time |
3.2.3 PC – control system interface card

To perform the connection between the output of the PCDIO 24 card (installed in PC’s CPU) and the power stage an interface card was produced. In the 8 pin connector, 1 and 2 pins carry the electrical power difference (5 V dc) and the ground (electrical supply for the computer), 3 to 8 pins are for digital outputs (Figure 3).

![Figure 3. PC – control system interface card](image)

3.2.4 Power stage

In the power stage 2 electrical contactors 127 V/60 Hz are integrated to the existing control system and are controlled by the power card (Figure 4).

![Figure 4. Power card](image)
3.3 Control Program

The program follows the calibration procedure [2.1] and the control logics [3.1]. The calibration starts with the preloads (3 preloads at maximum load). The automatic program performs the 3 first series at 0º position. The measuring range is divided into 8 points proportional to the operation time and measurements are taken in each point (Fig. 6). The first reading is taken at 10% of the maximum range and the 8 points are evenly distributed up to 100% of the defined operation time [3].

The program stops after the 3 first series to allow the rotation of the instrument under calibration to 120º and then continuous according to the calibration procedure [2.1]. The same series is repeated for 240º (Figure 2).

The calibration process requires an open program, capable of performing the calibration in automatic mode but able to adjust itself to fit all different measurement ranges, from 1 Nm up to 2 kNm. The program also has a subroutine with elapsed times to be able to take reading in the measuring points (in mV/V or Nm).

3.3.1 Programming mode

The programming was designed to execute the required subroutines for calibration. In the programming, sequences “false” “true” Boolean cases, “for” “while” cycles, counters, indicators and controllers were used. For data output to the port, a subprogram was included so that the line state of the port was written. The program repeats the same procedure; the subroutines put the bit in high or low state, in two directing different lines.

3.3.2 Control program structure

The control program is structured in such a way that the operation logic is linked to the front panel (Figure 5) as well as the operation mode selection: either automatic or semiautomatic [4]

![Figure 5. Control program blocks diagram for one subroutine](image)
When automatic or semiautomatic modes are selected, the program calls a "case". If automatic mode is selected, it sends a `False` and calls a subprogram with three options. Option 1 runs the operation program for 0°, option 2 for 120° and option 3 for 240°. For each option, a program sends one bit to the port in high or low state, with variable time subroutines. If semiautomatic mode is selected, it sends a `True` and executes a subprogram which asks the spin direction, enter as Boolean `True` or `False`; if it is `False` operates the clockwise direction, if it is `True` operates the counterclockwise direction. To operate this options a Boolean button is included, the button starts and stops the motor directly. The automation was integrated to the existing control system, which operated manually the torque standard (Figure 7).
4. CONCLUSIONS

The automatic control system brought a number of benefits to the operation and use of the torque standard. Some of the benefits are:

- Considerable calibration time reduction of instruments,
- Minimum metrologist intervention during a calibration,
- Better control over the process influence variables,
- Better control on the data acquisition, ensuring better measurement quality.

It is recommended to improve the operation sequence to start and stop the engine at the desired measurement points. At the moment the program works in time assignations. The sequence should be set according to the electrical power difference (mV/V) to the quantity measurement units (Nm). Another improvement could be to change into automatic data acquisition.
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